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ONCE AGAIN, The'Word invites you to travel

into the dark realm of terms that often are

misused or misunderstood in home inspection

reports. The \Word hopes you will find this trip

informative and maybe a little entertaining.

The \7ord's term today is safety glazing.
The \(ord finds this term interesting because

inspecting for safety glazing is required by

ASHI standards when you believe that the

lack ofsafety glazing is unsafe and because

many inspectors are not familiar with the safety

glazing rules.

Safety glazing is a complex topic. \7e'll

start our discussion this month by describing

some different types of glazing and with topics

such as labeling, skylights and glazing near

water. Ve'll conclude next month with topics

such as glazing near doors, glazing near stairs

and glazing in large windows.

ls safety glazing in scope?
Before anyone gets too excited, let's be clear

that no specif ic safety glazing inspection re-

quirement exists in any ASHI standard. So

when is safety glazing inspection required?

To answer this question, we need to dig into

the definition of the term unsafe.

ASHI Home Inspection Standards clause

2.2.C.1 states, among other things, that we

should report systems and components that,

in the inspector's professional judgment, are

unsafe. Something may be unsafe if it satisfies

all three of these conditions.

Safety Glazing

. f he risk must be significant. ln other words,

the  chance o f  someth ing  bad happen ing  must

be  h igh .

. The bad thing must be bodily injury. Property

damage doesn't  qual i fy.

.  The signif icant r isk must occur during normal

day-to-day use. Normal day-to-day use is

when the  occupant  uses  the  component  in  the

in tended manner  fo r  i t s  in tended purpose.

The classic example of components that

might be unsafe is handrails and guards around

stairways. Handrails and guards help occupants

use stairways safely. Failure of handrails and

guards to perform their intended function

could easily create the conditions for bodily

injury during normal day-to-day use of the

stairs. If, in your professional judgment during

the inspection, you believe there is a significant

risk that stairway handrails or guards may fail

to perform their intended function, then these

components are unsafe and you should report

this condition to your client.

A similar condition involving safety glazing

occurs around tubs and showers. Slipping and

falling in tubs and showers is not unusual and

if an occupant falls into glazing with enough

force, the glazing could break, causing bodily

injury. So, again, ifin your professional judg-

ment during rhe inspection you believe there

is a significanr risk that someone could slip
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and fall in a tub or shower and that bodily

injury could occur when crashing into glazing

that is not safety glazing, then the glazing is

unsafe and you should report this condition

to your client.

An example ofwhere safety glazing may be

Iess important is manufactured skylights (as

opposed to homemade skylights). The safety

risk of manufactured skylights doesn't seem

significant, in The'Word's professional judg-

ment. As with all safety calls, each situation

must be evaluated separately.

A frequent rationale for not reporting some-

thing is that the system or component was

built that way or that it satisfied code when

it was built. No less of an authority than the

International Residential Code (lRC) usually

agrees with such statements. Clause R102.7 and

other similar clauses say that lawfully existing
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usually appears. This label should state the

type of safety glazing (such as tempered) and

the glazing standard. The standard should

either read 16 CFR 1201 or ANSI 297.1. If

the label doesn't contain one of these stan-

dards, theret a good chance that it doesn't

qualify as safety glazing.

Things are never easy, though, and just

because therek no label doesn't always mean

that it's not safety glazing. Laminated glass

doesn't require a label. So, ifyou're inspecting

that drug kingpint home where there's lami-

nated glass, you probably have other things to

worry about beyond safety glazing. In regular

homes, laminated glass is not common. so

the general rule applies; if it's not labeled, it's

probably not safety glazing.

There should be a full permanent label

on each pane of glazing in a multiple-pane

assembly such as a dual-pane window. The full

label is required only on one pane in French

doors and similar assemblies when each pane

is less than one square foot. The notation 16

CFR 1201 oTANSI 297.1 is required on the

remaining panes.

Whether you like it or not (and The Word
won't be surprised to hear from some who
don't) reporting on certain unsafe conditions
is part of current ASHI standards.

Now, here's something The tWord didn't

know. Not all labels on glazing designate safety

glazing. The \Word is going to be more careful

about reading those sometimes hard-to-read

labels in the future. Maybe you should, too.

Safety glazing exceptions
Two broad exceptions exist to safety glazing

rules. One is for block-type glazing, such

as glass blocks, when installed according to

IRC Section R610. Another is for glazing

mounted on a solid backing that provides

continuous rear supporr. A common type of

mounted glazing is a mirror mounted on a

wall. Another type of mounted mirror is in a

sliding closet door. This type of mounted

mirror should have a label on the back, at-

testing to its safety glazing compliance. There

are other safety glazing exceptions, some of

which we'll get into next month.

Sloped glazing
Sloped glazing usually means a skylight, but
not always. Glazing installed more than 15

degrees from vertical should be tempered,

heat-strengthened, wired or approved rigid

plastic. Laminated glass may be used in some

situations.

On rare occasions, The Word sees sloped

glazing that appears to be homemade or

fil
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